Abstract -We consider multiaccess problem in low power systems, where we allow each user to select its own data rate and transmit power locally and independently from other users. Here, every user has a set of low power codebooks, labeled a "policy," which accomodates a range of small spectral efficiencies, while treating instantaneous data rates of other users as an unknown compound parameter. Even with such coarse user coordination, multiuser detection enables a system which is superior to any classic orthogonal division system. First we fully characterise the set of achievable policies, after which we demonstrate that in multiantenna systems, policies are be viewed as awarding protected receiver spatial dimensions to each user.
I. Introduction
We consider the linear K−user channel, with unit variance complex AWGN η, Y = k H k X k + η. We denote CA(PA) = I (XA; Y |XĀ = 0) where PA = [P k ] k∈A is the vector of transmit powers for users inside the set A, and also XA = [X k ] k∈A . When A = {1, ..., K}, we write C(P ).
In wideband low power systems [1] , spectral efficiency is a function of energy per information bit E k = P k /R k , which originates from E min,k = (ln 2)/Ċ {k} (0). Besides E min,k , slope S k of spectral efficiency is used to characterize achievable rates
Multiuser capacity theorem is captured by the slope region, which was found for two user single-antenna system in [2] .
II. Wideband Multiaccess Slope Region
In order to describe the slope region for a general multiaccess system, we first define the following matrix.
Definition 1 Wideband Matrix C is defined as
where ∇ 2 C(0) is the Hessian matrix of second partials, and ∇C(0) is the gradient of C, both evaluated at 0. All partials in (2) are evaluated after converting C(P ) to [nats] .
Assuming that receiver exploits optimum multiuser detection, we derive the achievable slope region as follows. 
III. Coarsely Coordinated Multiuser Systems
In coarsely coordinated multiuser systems we construct the set of codebooks (policy) for each user, using E min,k and S k , which is independent from other users spectral efficiencies
Definition 2 Robust Slope Region is defined as
Robust slope region depends only on C, which in turn depends only on physical channel properties.
Theorem 2 Robust multiaccess slope region is given as
To construct the set of low power codebooks for each user, we fix E min,k , and the K−tuple of S k , from MUD . For each codebook of date rate R k , we select E k from (1).
Slopes from MUD represent dedicated channels, which form a larger set compared to any classic orthogonal dedicated channels. For uncorrelated antenna array transmission and reception, MUD is parameterised by (virtually) dividing the aggregate receiver spatial dimension into K users as follows. 
represent any partition of M receivers into K groups. The rectangle specified by
for k = {1, ..., K}, belongs to the robust slope region MUD .
Conversly, the region MUD itself is union of all such rectangles, which is evaluated over all possible partitions (3).
Spectral efficiency slopes (4) are also achieved in a singleuser M k × N k system. Policy of each user is therefore constructed using E min,k = (ln 2)/Ċ {k} (0) = (ln 2)/M, and the spectral efficiency slope which has the aggregate receive dimension M k .
